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future be made possible for its citizens to assist their kinsmen
and co-believers in the Soviet Union.
All this happened in the summer and autumn of 1934,
shortly before the opening at Geneva of that League Assembly
which was to decide whether and on what terms Soviet Russia
was to be received into the community of states. Then, in Sep-
tember 1934.3 when the Soviet Union had resolved to join the
League, the moment had come to make its admission dependent
on certain conditions being fulfilled—a unique opportunity
which could have been exploited in the interest of the victims
in Russia. But the efforts to induce the delegates of the states
assembled at Geneva to take care that the most essential
provisions of the Covenant were observed by Soviet Russia—
which would have been in accordance with the Covenant
itself and the usage hitherto employed in the case of almost all
states newly admitted to the League—were from the first
doomed to failure. This was because the admission of Soviet
Russia into the League was really nothing but part of a whole
system of political alliances, which necessarily involved con-
cessions to and obligations towards the Soviet State. The
countries directly or indirectly interested in Moscow's admis-
sion were, therefore, bound to oppose the making of any
stipulations.
Indeed, the first impression was that the Soviet Union had
even been promised a kind of triumphal entry into Geneva—
the claims which Moscow's representatives addressed to the
Powers on the Council showed that this was the case. It was
proposed that the states at Geneva as a body should hand a
written request to the Soviet Union to enter the League. That
this was not done was due mainly to the determined attitude of
a number of delegations, in particular those of the British
Dominions. But, as things were at Geneva, there could be no
question of any conditions being imposed upon Moscow, The
Soviet's admission was to be decided upon in silence, without
aay discussion either in committee or in full session of the

